
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

C7 Z06 Side View Mirror Trim Z06 Inlaid, Real Carbon Fiber 

Part #052118Patent Pending 
 

 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

2-Stainless Mirror Trim Rings 
 

This all new stainless trim ring accessory is an American Car Craft original idea that will add that cool little 

something to your car mirrors that would otherwise just be a plain OEM mirror.  

 

1. Thoroughly clean the mirrors glass and perimeter with alcohol to remove any dust /dirt and wax. 
 

2. Next, attach the carbon fiber vinyl to the mirror.  Put the thicker portion on first starting on the lower inside 

part of the mirror and slowly slide your finger across the vinyl as you move towards the lower outside edge 

of the mirror. 
 

3. Before you permanently attach the trim ring, set it onto the mirror to get an idea of just how it will set in 

place and get a look at the overall shape. Although it should not be necessary you may need to adjust the 

perimeter shape so that it matches the mirrors edge perfectly. The stainless is very thin and will allow you to 

do any adjustment by hand very easily. TECH TIP: Should any adjustments be necessary it would be best 

to set the trim ring on a totally flat surface such as a Formica countertop or piece of glass. This will help to 

prevent the trim ring from warping out of shape and will keep the ring to remain totally flat.  
 

4. After you have got a good idea how the ring will sit, slowly remove the release liner from the back of the 

trim ring and then carefully set the ring in place pressing firmly along the entire perimeter to set the ring. 

Pressing firmly along the edge is very important to achieve a nice long lasting bond. 
 

Thank you and enjoy your purchase! 

If any questions occur during installation, please contact 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT 

18924 SAKERA ROAD-HUDSON FLORIDA 34667 

Phone # 727-861-1500 Fax # 727-861-1520 

www.americancarcraft.com 

http://www.americancarcraft.com/

